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SP92-R
The speedART SP92-R based on Porsche
911 Carrera/S type 992, is like his ancestor
Porsche 996 and 997 a combination of a vehicle suited for everyday driving and sportscar for the race track which unites agility and
driving dynamic as well as aesthetics and
functionalitiy with each other. All this together
makes the SP92-R to an unmistakeable experience of a quite special kind.
The speedART SP92-R do not originate simply somewhere, they become true in exactly

the same region where also the headquarter
of the company PORSCHE lies.
The only 15 minutes distant swabian Rutesheim is the place where the vehicles in craft
master work are getting improved. This new
headquarter of speedART since the end of
2007 is the result of the logical conversion of
strategy and growth. On about 2700m² originates here one of the most exciting sportscars
in the world.

The SP92-R: Carpe Viam!

„Thinking and being are determined by the
contradiction.“
Aristoteles

Aerodynamic SP92-R

SP92-R front chin spoiler
SP92-R front chin spoiler, fits the original front bumper, for a more dynamic look and more downforce
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: SA.C92.FSL.XX
Art. Nr.: SA.C92.FSL.XXUM

SP92-R front chin spoiler RACE-EDITION
SP92-R front chin spoiler, fits the original front bumper, for a more dynamic look and more downforce
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: SA.C92.FSL.RE
Art. Nr.: SA.C92.FSL.REUM

SP92-R rear spoiler AERO-EDITION
SP92-R rear spoiler, 1-piece, fits the original spoiler, for a more dynamic look and more downforce
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: SA.C92.HSA.XX
Art. Nr.: SA.C92.HSA.XXUM

Aerodynamik SP92-R

SP92-R rear spoiler RACE-EDITION
SP92-R rear spoiler, 1-piece, fits the original spoiler, for a more dynamic look and more downforce
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: SA.C92.HRE.XX
Art. Nr.: SA.C92.HRE.XXUM

SP92-R rear spoiler
fits the original rear spoiler, for a sprotive look and more downforce
(1 piece, surface shiny black)
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: SA.C92.HSP.XX
Art. Nr.: SA.C92.HSP.XX

Aerodynamik SP92-R

SP92-R rear window spoiler/cover
SP92-R rear window spoiler/cover: fits at the original rear window for 992 coupé (1 piece, surface shiny
black)
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: SA.P92.DSP.XX
Art. Nr.: SA.P92.DSP.XXUM

SP92-R Race edition design foiling/wrapping with start number
Race edition with Start number (on your choice)
Freely selectable according to customer requirements

Art. Nr.: SA.C92.XX
Art. Nr.: SA.C92.XX

SP92-R Cabrio windshield frame in black
optically lowers the roof line and gives the vehicle an even sportier look
(price incl. assembly)
Art. Nr.: P92.FSR.SW.XX

Aerodynamic SP92-R

SP92-R Exterior mirror upper shell black Carbon
Exterior mirror upper shell in visible carbon, surface glossy or matted,
Parts in exchange
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: P92.830.050.010
Art. Nr.: P92.830.050.010UM

Figure similar.

SP92-R Exterior Mirror Carbon Set 3pcs.
Exterior mirror upper shell, lower shell and foot in black visible carbon, surface glossy or matted, parts
in exchange. Please specify chassis number
black
coloured
Painting and fitting

Art. Nr.: P92.830.050.040
Art. Nr.: P92.830.050.030
Art. Nr.: P92.830.050.040UM
Figure similar.

Suspension
Optimum transmission, high cornering speed,
controlable at the limits and a safe driveability.
Sportive or comfortable! We do the setup like
you wish. Modern suspensions with active
controled systems are offering still an optimizing of driveability because the most series
suspensions are a compromise of sportive
and comfort.
We can offer you various opportunities from
comfortable suspension to complete adjus-

table coilover systems.
A brilliant cooperation between our development partner and test drivers is setting us in
the lucky position to go on moving the limits of
driving physics in your favor.

„Faith to those who search the truth and doubt
those who already have found.“
Andre Gide

Suspension

Adjustable sport springs for 992 Carrera/S/GTS
adjustable height
survey and fitting

Art. Nr.: C92.KW.GF.XX
Art. Nr.: C92.KW.GF.XXUM

Coilover suspension setup 992 Carrera/S with PASM
Coilover suspension for vehicles with PASM, adjustable height
survey and fitting

Art. Nr.: C92.BIL.DAMP.XX
Art. Nr.: C92.BIL.DAMP.XXUM
Abbildung ähnlich.

Coilover suspension setup Turbo/S
Coilover suspension and lowering module per request
		
survey and fitting 		

Suspension

Spacers
Many different sizes for all OE- and tuning-wheels availiable. Details on demand..

Wheels
Form follows function or reversed, just how
you wish. Give your car an individual taste.
No matter if one piece forged or modular. Between different variants and types can be chosen.
Also we can offer individual paint jobs or powder coatings of wheel center, wheel lip and
wheel bed in various colors. For sportive and
race driving we have weight reduced wheels

in our product range.
Another enhancement in value you can reach
with our harmonic wheel designs. Strong contours or smooth curves are creating a special
and personal appearance of your car and
highlight the claims of sportive elegance.

„The normality is a paved street, you can go
well on it, however, there grow no flowers on
her.“
Vincent van Gogh

LSC: Light Spoke Competition - FORGED 21“

modular, forged

LSC - FORGED 21“

LSC - FORGED wheel front axle		
LSC - FORGED wheel, 2-piece screwed, forged center
Front axle: 9 x 21“
				

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.100.11A

LSC - FORGED wheel rear axle		
LSC - FORGED wheel, 2-piece screwed, forged center
Rear axle: 11 x 21“
				

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.100.22A

LSC - FORGED wheelset inclusive tires		
LSC - FORGED wheelset, 2-piece screwed, forged center
FA: 9 x 21“ with 235/30 ZR20, RA: 11 x 21“ with 305/25 ZR20
Tyres optional Continental or Michelin
				

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.810.03A

FOX-EVO-II

FOX-EVO-II Wheels
(one-piece, forged, as Silver or Gold edition) available in the following combinations:

20‘‘ Inch		
VA: 8,5 x 20 ET 45
HA: 11 x 20 ET 60

Rim set silver edition		
Rim set gold edition			

Art. Nr.: SA.FE2.8511.20SE
Art. Nr.: SA.FE2.8511.20GE

20‘‘ & 21‘‘ Inch		
VA: 8,5 x 20 ET 45
HA: 11 x 21 ET 60

Rim set silver edition		
Rim set gold edition			

Art. Nr.: SA.FE2.992.2021SE
Art. Nr.: SA.FE2.992.2021GE

21‘‘ Inch		
VA: 9 x 21 ET 55
HA: 11 x 21 ET 60

Rim set silver edition		
Rim set gold edition			

Art. Nr.: SA.FE2.992.2121SE
Art. Nr.: SA.FE2.992.2121GE

21‘‘ & 22‘‘ Inch		
VA: 9 x 21 ET 55
HA: 11 x 22 ET 60

Felgensatz Silver-Edition		
Felgensatz Gold-Edition		

Art. Nr.: SA.FE2.992.2122SE
Art. Nr.: SA.FE2.992.2122GE

Cross-Spoke-Competition (CSC-Wheel) 21“

Cross-Spoke-Competition 21“

CSC wheel front axle		
CSC wheel, 8,5x21“ ET 51, glossy black, silver or surface twisted in platinum
				

Art. Nr.: SA.P92CSC.921

price: from 690,- €

CSC wheel rear axle		
CSC wheel, 11,5x21“ ET 59, glossy black, silver or surface twisted in platinum
				

Art. Nr.: SA.P92.CSC.1121

price: from 750,- €

CSC surface twisted in platinum

Engine
DFI = Direct - Fuel - Injection. Power increase
based on the newest technical standards and
at the level of the happening.
All components like gearbox, clutch and engine are so attuned that at every time the maximum power is available. In cooperation with
aerodynamic, suspension, wheels, tires and
brakes it creates an amazing value of driving
dynamic.
Every SP-92 is unique and has his own un-

mistakeable and individual charactere.
It takes years of know how and experience to
understand the automobile details and their
respective characteres The own interpretation is the next difficult but important step to get
closer to the perfect automobile. We definitely
succeeded at the SP-92.

„The whole thing is more than the sum of its
parts.“
Aristoteless

Engine Carrera /S/GTS
Sport exhaust variants for Porsche 992 Carrera /S/GTS

Sport exhaust X-tube
sport exhaust X-tube with sound switch, stainless steel, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch
exhaust, control of sound switch by already mounted original switch-button, Export-Sound
Fitting

Art. Nr.: C92.ESD.KL.EX
Art. Nr.: C92.ESD.KL.EXUM

Sport exhaust with sound switch and ECE-typapproval
sport exhaust X-tube with sound switch, stainless steel, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch
exhaust, control of sound switch by already mounted original switch-button, EU-Sound,
ECE-typapproval
Fitting

Art. Nr.: C92.ESD.KL.TÜ
Art. Nr.: C92.ESD.KL.TÜUM

Engine Turbo/S
Sport exhaust variants for Porsche 992 Turbo

Sport exhaust X-tube
sport exhaust X-tube with sound switch, stainless steel, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch
exhaust, control of sound switch by already mounted original switch-button, Export-Sound
Fitting

Art. Nr.: T92.ESD.KL.EX
Art. Nr.: T92.ESD.KL.EXUM

Sport exhaust with sound switch and ECE-typapproval
sport exhaust X-tube with sound switch, stainless steel, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch
exhaust, control of sound switch by already mounted original switch-button, EU-Sound,
ECE-typapproval
Fitting

Art. Nr.: T92.ESD.KL.TÜ
Art. Nr.: T92.ESD.KL.TÜUM

Motor Turbo /S
Sport exhaust variants for Porsche 992 Turbo /S

Turbo catalysts

Fitting

Art. Nr.: T92.KAT.CAP.XX
Art. Nr.: T92.KAT.CAP.XXUM

Turbo catalysts empty pipes

Fitting

Art. Nr.: T92.KAT.LER.XX
Art. Nr.: T92.KAT.LER.XXUM

Engine / powerkits

992 Carrera (385 hp):

Powerkit
Motronic-update with modified ECU + 100 hp + 150 NM
Fitting

Art. Nr.: C92.PK2.MOT
Art. Nr.: C92.PK2.MOTUM

992 Carrera S (450 hp):
Powerkit 1S
additional ECU + 60 hp + 100 NM
Fitting

Art. Nr.: S92.PK1.EPB
Art. Nr.: S92.PK1.EPBUM

Powerkit 2S
Motronic-update with modified ECU + 100 hp + 100 NM
Fitting

992 Carrera GTS

992 Turbo/ S

Art. Nr.: S92.PK2.MOT
Art. Nr.: S92.PK2.MOTUM

Art. Nr.: SA.PK.92.GTS

Art. Nr.: T92.PK1.EPB

Interior
Fabric, leather and microfiber and also carbon, stainless steel, aluminium and wood. In
combination with entertainment and multimedia. Various forms and colors in any thinkable
version.
Also here the best materials are used and
technology on the newest state of the things.
No matter whether tone in tone, Bi-color or a
mix from the respective materials, in creating
the interior there are nearly no borders placed.

In the course of the years all this only became
possible by an intensive collaboration with the
most different companies who have specialized themself in individualizing interiors.
Here it is exclusively pure manual labour and
the standards in quality and processing are
exceptionally high. Please notice that a listing
of all products and variations in the interior is
in this prospect not possible because of the
large ammount of opportunities.

Please send us your enquiry direct to info@
speedART.de. We will send you as soon as
possible our response and a detailed offer.

„Temptations you should give in. Who knows
if they come back!“
Oscar Wilde

Interior

Colored safety seat belts
Set of colored safety seat belts, color freely selectable, parts in exchange
				
Fitting 			

Art. Nr.: P92.500.310.010
Art. Nr.: P92.500.310.010UM

Stitching package
Stitching package, contains: seats, instrument panel upper section, door panels upper section (breast
wall front and rear), center console, color freely selectable
Fitting 		

Art. Nr.: P92.551.011UM

Individual sports steering wheel
Many different design variants available in leather and Alcantara
				

Art. Nr.: P92.910.320.010

Interieur

Floor mats
Floor mats with speedART logo, color freely selectable
				

Art. Nr.: P92.950.310.090
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